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1: 10 Best Hospitals in Abuja, Nigeria
List of hospitals in Nigeria. Jump to navigation Jump to search. The following is a list of hospitals in Nigeria. University of
Benin Teaching Hospital.

We do not want unknown soldiers to inject our kids and disappear into the thin air. My Last weekend went
down with fill disappointment, where a lot of educated folks asked question "When did Military Personnel
turn to Medical staff? It was a surprise to me too the first time I visited 44 Nigeria Army Reference Hospital,
Kaduna, I was to stay overnight with the patient. She must be a Lieutenant and one of the doctors. If you have
ever visited any Military Clinics or Hospitals in Nigeria, you will know that are more friendly than our regular
Medical Centers List Source: They think the military is all about guns and ammunitions. During times of war,
do they expect wounded military men to be taken to civilian hospitals? My father is a Naval Officer. I grew up
in the Nigerian Naval Barracks popularly known as navy town Ojo. I can say that of a truth, they have the best
medical practitioners and facilities. A well known farmer, came to ur house and took away the lives of some of
your siblings and still denied he killed anyone when there are much evidence to show he did. He later came
back to the same house he killed people or even to the house of ur cousins with some gifts, will you eat it?
Knowing fully well what he is capable of doing. Dont you think he will still kill you and deny as well? It is
cheaper but not subtle or you want UN to blow horn on Nigerian military. Op, leave the dumb fellas. Wat
about community health workers that administer polio and other imminization You call a group of peaceful
citizens terrorists today and start showing care to the same people tomorrow. You expect those little children
that witnessed you killing their parents to welcome you? The best hospitals to attend after Teaching hospitals
in Nigeria are the Military Hospitals. Their services are second to Non. Their Consultants give you the best
you can get anywhere in the world. She was refered 2 one of d fed medic center. Moreover na wen soja man
slap u den u go no say police na ur friend.
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2: Health Care | Shell Nigeria
National Hospital Abuja is one of the best hospital in Abuja providing healthcare and medical treatment services to
patients in Abuja. 5 Defence Intelligence Agency Clinic DIA Headquarters Karu, Abuja, FCT, Nigeria.

I need to know if there is a hospital in Nigeria called Holy Group Hospital. I think it is supposed to be located
in Lagos. I think I am trying to be scammed is the reason I need to know. I can not find it anywhere that I have
searched so I thought someone here could tell me. The person whom is trying this, says he is in the crystal
hospital. He says hes an American stuck and needs , How would I find a phone number or web site to write to
the hospital and see if he is there? Her mother died later Supposedly she has had her papers taken away by the
hosp. The worst part is,I almost fell for it until she told me about the trip from Texas to Nigeria. She got her
time zones backwards, they r 6hrs. Just to play it safe I got my lawyer to check it out. The name of the Doctor
is Alex C Chibuikem. Need to know if this is a scam or not! I believe it might be a scam because they want me
to send money right away for his care and medication. He went to Nigeria on business and took his 17 year old
son. Seems that the man was robbed at the airport and his father is in a hospital that I cant find. I have no
money to send them even though they keep trying. I will not let that happen. These people are suppose to be
christians, lol well Ive got news for them they pick the wrong woman to scam. Can anyone look into this, if
there is a hospital called Precious Hospital somewhere in Nigeria. Thanks so much for answering! Anyways I
had someone else in sight. But to others like many said before be aware at online dating sites.
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3: List of Hospitals in Nigeria - Lagos State
Genesis Specialist Hospital is the best private hospital in Nigeria that offers excellent diagnostics, treatments, and
emergency services trusted by many. Verified Phone E-mail Website Photos (1) Hospitals.

Lagos has some of the best hospitals both private and public in Nigeria and around Africa. Here are ten of the
best private hospitals in Lagos, the rating is done based on votes by Lagosians and an inspection of most
hospitals within the metropolis. It is important to note that these hospitals all meet international standards in
practice and have ultra-modern medical facilities that can see them rub shoulders with hospitals and healthcare
facilities abroad. However, from our survey, some residents complain that it is true the standards are
top-notch, but the medicals can be very daunting. These pictures might as well tell why the bills are a little on
the high side, seeing that the purchase and maintenance of the equipment and facilities are a bit steep,
especially in a city like Lagos with all its dynamics. Our top ten hospitals in Lagos is not organised in any
particular other, however, in comparing for yourself what services are rendered at each of these hospitals, then
you can choose for yourself which is best. We count down from Parklande Hospital This specialist hospital is
located in Surulere, it has a functional and well equipped labour ward and an operating theatre capable of most
major surgeries. Laparoscopy, diathermy machine, anaesthetic machine, Hysteroscopy, colposcopy. If what
you are looking for is a place where quality will not be compromised, then, Parklande is a good choice. St Ives
Specialist Hospital St. Ives is a multi-specialist hospital that offers dedicated expert services in all matters of
women, children and family health. One distinguishing service at St. Known for their expertise in handling
most tropical diseases, their maternity services are also top-class. Blue Cross Hospital The Blue Cross hospital
is a reputable medical facility situated within Ogba, it currently operates in such away that all classes are
accommodated 6. Vantage Medical Centre At Vantage,specialist and wellness services are carried out in a
comfortable setting. There is a wide range of health services to meet all health needs. Gold Cross Gold Cross
Hospital, is a private multidisciplinary terteriary Care medical centre established with the aim of providing
good quality medical services. Most of the services rendered at Gold Cross can only be attained highly
advanced countries. Reddington Hospital Reddington Hospital has a culture of delivering a comprehensivefirst-world medical service exceeding all expectations their patients. Their facilities speak highly of them. Eko
Hospital Eko hospital was built on the philosophy of providing excellent medical care at primary, secondary
and tertiary levels. It boasts of modern, state-of-the-art equipment in a stylish and distinguished environment.
This appointment based medical facility caters for very busy executive whose priority is first class medical
services from high standard medical professionals.
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4: Nigeria designates 6 hospitals as Oncology centres of excellence - Premium Times Nigeria
Lifesource Hospital is an NHIS-accredited and registered facility with CAC of Nigeria and Lagos State health facility
monitoring and accreditation agency to provide maternal and childcare, in/out-patient services, laboratory& reproductive
healthcare etc.

Tweet 0 Shares If you are looking for the best hospitals in Abuja, Nigeria, you have come to the right source
of information. In this write up, you will come by the bets 10 hospital you can patronize in Abuja with
complete peace of mind. Telephone numbers are and Website is at www. The hospital is nothing short of an
excellent medical center. It is a private institution and has proved to be the best hospital in Abuja. The
standard is something to write home about too. They have a mission to restore, preserve and promote family
and individual health by making available expert surgical and medical care. They utilize highly innovative
technique and the environment has its own healing effect on patients. Their telephone number is and Their
website is at www. They offer various services, like radiological investigations, minimal access surgery and
imagining service. The members of staff are highly experienced too and they are well trained. Their diagnostic
care is of top quality and they make use of latest technology in their practice. You can expect nothing short of
top class service delivery from this hospital. They are more concerned with your health and wellbeing than
any other things. They have bioscience laboratories that carry our hour routine. Their laboratories can handle
sophisticated examinations and their doctors rely on such accurate results to get you treated. Some of the
examinations they can handle are cytology, immunology, histology, chemical pathology, hormone assay and
hematology investigations. They equally have fertility center. Their telephone numbers are and If you are
looking for specialists in healthcare service delivery, you can always trust this hospital for that. They have
interest in different areas of the medical practice and can handle all kinds of ailments you present with. They
have highly qualified specialists in their employment, who have all the required experience to get the job
done. They handle both primary and secondary healthcare and they work together with the National Health
Insurance Scheme. They offer various medical services, like spine surgery and plastic surgery in collaboration
with Toronto plastic surgery specialists. You can also link up with them for your orthopedic needs and
imaging services. They are experts in obstetrics and gynecology physiotherapy. General Surgery is equally
one of their expertise. They have modern and sophisticated medical laboratory that can handle all your blood
analysis. They are more concerned with the health and wellness of their patients and they consider the patient
as the centre of the medical universe. They always count it as privilege to provide your medical care needs.
Their phone numbers are and They offer varieties of medical services, like viral infection treatment, surgery,
parasitological test, orthopedics, ophthalmology, fertility consulting and ear surgery; these are aside the
medical and surgical training they offer University of Abuja medical students. The hospital can accommodate
up to patients at a time. They plan to expand the number of patients to They are experts in Ear Nose and
Throat treatments and management. They offer radiological investigation, obstetrics and gynecology
physiotherapy and imagine services. They are one f the leading hospitals in Abuja that offer ear sugary. The
hospital is modern in all sense of the word. Their equipments are also modern the hospital began operation in
January and they have proved themselves to be among the best in Abuja. They offer nothing short of top
standard healthcare services too. They offer top class medical services. They are specialists in all kinds of
surgery, including spine surgery which is a good alternative for patients who consider getting back surgery in
New Jersey but unable to travel too far. They can handle radiological investigations and organ transplant.
They can handle all forms of medical treatments too. They are experts when it comes too kidney transplant
and joint replacement surgery. They have the equipments and expertise to handle all your imagine services
needs, ear surgery and blood analysis. They have state-of-the-art equipments and this places them among the
leading hospitals in Abuja. They are open for service from Monday to Saturday, but they are closed on
Sundays. They are the best to patronize for your weight loss management, waist pain treatment and several
other medical services. They provide top class General Medical Practice too and they can handle all your
family care needs. If you need to carry out comprehensive health screening, they are the best outlet to
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patronize. The environment is serene and highly welcoming. Their services are safe and reliable too. Their
telephone number is They are open for service all days of the week. They can handle your orthopedic and
ophthalmology needs. They are also experts in obstetrics and gynecology physiotherapy. They have the
required equipments to handle all your laboratory investigation needs. They are specialists in general surgery.
They have branches in other parts of Nigeria, like Borno state and Benue State.
5: List of hospitals in Nigeria - Best hospitals in Nigeria
List of Hospitals in Nigeria. visit list of politics in Nigeria for more details. Hospitals in Abia. Abia State University
Teaching Hospital, Aba; Chukwuebuka Hospital, 50 School Road, Umuahia.

6: Hospital list - Nigeria Forum - TripAdvisor
Find list of best Hospitals in Nigeria with their name, address, contact phone number and other information on
VConnect. Search more about Hospitals at VConnect.

7: Genesis â€“ Best Chest, Heart, Pneumonia Hospital | Nigeria
list of hospitals in nigeria (Please note that this list is by no means exhaustive as hospitals are added and removed when
need arises. A most updated list will be provided upon request).

8: List Of Military Clinics And Hospitals In Nigeria - Health - Nigeria
List of all Federal Teaching Hospitals: University of Nigeria Teaching Hospital. Ituku-Ozalla. Enugu. 9. Jos University
Teaching Hospital. Jos. Plateau.

9: List of Hospitals in Nigeria - VConnectâ„¢
The hospital is located at , Third Avenue, Gwarinpa Estate, Abuja, Nigeria. Telephone numbers are and Website is at
www.enganchecubano.com
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